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This book provides a "birds eye" view of social change in France
during the "long seventeenth century" from 1589-1715. One of the
most dynamic phases of French history, it covers the reigns of the
first three Bourbon kings, Henri IV, Louis XIII, and Louis XIV. The
author explores the upheavals in French society during this period
through an examination of the bonds which tied various classes
and groupings together: including rank, honour, and reputation;
family, household and kinship; faith and the Church; and state and
obedience to the King. Acting as a social glue against instability
and fragmentation, in periods of great transformation some of these
social solidarities are eroded whilst new ones emerge. Sharon
Kettering shows how nuclear family ties emerged at the expense of
extended kinship ties, while traditional rural ties were eroded by a
combination of demographic crisis and agricultural stagnation.
Urban ties of neighbourhood, sociability and work increased with
rapid urbanisation. By 1715, France had become a more peaceful and
civilised place, and this book discusses some of the reasons why.
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Patrons, Brokers, and Clients in Seventeenth-Century France History
ISBN:0195365100 Jun 12, 1986 A bold new study of politics and
power in 17th-century France, this book argues that the French
Crown centralized its power nationally by changing the way it
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15 For an overview of Crown-noble relations in the seventeenth
century, see Donna Bohanan, Crown and Nobility in Early Modern
France (Basingstoke and New York, 2001); or Sharon Kettering,
French Society. 1589-1715 (Harlow, 2001), chapters 5 and 6. 16 AD,
Meurthe-et. The declared aim of this new series is to provide short
social histories which, while accessible to the student and the
general reader, synthesize recent research and provide guidance for
further reading. Given the enormous amount of publications on
seventeenth-.
The strong association between sexual lust and women and the
attribution of responsibil- ity to women for 272â€3. For France in a
later period, historians have reached mixed conclusions: David
Garrioch 64â€76, Sharon Kettering, French Society 1589â€1715
(Harlow, 2001). Of kingship and the self had been firmly set in
motion, not just in France but also a single dominant typeâ€which
usually turns out to be the so-called absolutism of the French
Bourbons. state" and the emergence of the "tutelary police state,"
which placed the whole of society.
This book provides a" birds eye" view of social change in France
during the" long seventeenth century" from 1589-1715. One of the
most dynamic phases of French history, it covers the reigns of the
first three Bourbon kings, Henri IV, Louis XIII, and Louis.
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